In the study of Banach algebra bundles [2] , there arises quite naturally the question of integration of bundle sections if the fibre is a vector space and the base space supports a measure. The possibility of such integration follows from the theorem below. It is published separately because of its independent interest and because of its relevance to the following results in topology. 
3. Any (coordinate) bundle (B over the «-sphere Sn is strictly equivalent to a (coordinate) bundle (B; in normal form. In (B' the open covering of Sn consists of two sets Fi and V2 each of which is a zone of Sn and such that Vif~\ F2 is a narrow equatorial band. The width of the band can be made arbitrarily small [4] .
Result 2 is regarded as complementary to 1. Results 1 and 3 show that fibre bundles over many manifolds are really fibre bundles over contractible sets united with sets of small dimension or small measure. Such bundles are trivial over the contractible parts of their base spaces. Consequently, each may be exemplified by a coordinate bundle for which the transition functions (coordinate transformations) are constant and equal to the group identity over "most" of the base space.
The theorem of this paper extends the results above. Broadly paraphrased, the theorem says that a fibre bundle over any topological space X endowed with a reasonable topological measure may be exemplified by a coordinate bundle whose transition functions are, on most of X, constant and equal to the identity of the group of the bundle. More precisely we have the Theorem. Let S be a fibre bundle with base space X, fibre F, group G, bundle space E and projection p: E->X. Assume that on the a-ring S [June generated by the compact sets of X there is defined a regular measure p.
and that X has a neighborhood basis 91 = {N} satisfying u(dN) =0 for all NE31, where dN = NC\(X\N)-= boundary of N. Let K be a compact set in X and let e>0. Then there is a coordinate bundle 03° in the equivalence class defining S and a compact set KEK such that 1. p(K\K)<e. and U" [4] .
Remarks, (i) If X is a locally compact group and if p. is Haar measure, then the conditions given above for X and u are fulfilled [3] .
( V is a refinement of 11 let V3 F->£(F)G'U be a map such that VEU(V). Then we define <pyl as the restriction to p~l(V) of tpülv)-In this way *U and the maps (by1 become ingredients of a coordinate bundle (B1 equivalent to (B° [4] . The idea of the proof can be followed most readily by use of the diagram provided.
Owing to our hypotheses, we may assume we have a coordinate = M'T\Vq. Since xQUT\U"^0, we see FfnFa^0, whence Vp=Vq=Vk. We assert that \(U')=\(U").
Indeed, clearly X(c7'), X(c7")â». Furthermore, if £/'CJFf, then F* meets Wi, VkQW{ (by (iii)) and thus U"QWi. Thus {X: \^n,U'Q Wy] = {X: X g », tf" C JFX}, whence X(t/') = X(L7")-Call their common value r.
It is now clear that <hkp'\u')) = ^VV)) and <h..(p-\u")) = <hr\(p~\u")) whence gc/'r/"(x) =e.
Corollary. If XQB and if u(X) < a> then for e>0 there is an open set WQ §>, u(W)<e and, for any refinement of the coordinate bundle indicated in the theorem, gu'U"(x)-identity if xQU'i\U"r\(X\W).
The above theorem permits the development of an integration theory in appropriate contexts. We propose to discuss this theory and its application to "group algebra bundles" in a separate paper.
